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ABSTRACT

This paper describes two studies with people with sensory, cognitive and motor impairments flying drones as a leisure activity. We found that despite several adaptations to existing technologies that match their abilities, flying remains very difficult due to the required perceptual and motor skills. We propose an adaptation space at hardware, software and automation levels to facilitate drone piloting. Based on this adaptation space, we designed HandiFly, a software for piloting drones which is adaptable to users’ abilities. Participants were able to fly and emphasized its ability to be tailored to specific needs. We conclude with future direction to make drone piloting a more inclusive activity.
INTRODUCTION

Piloting drones (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, UAV) as a leisure activity is becoming more and more widespread thanks to numerous mass-market models that were recently introduced. In Human-Computer Interaction, interaction with drones is relatively recent but is gaining more and more attention [5]. Various applications emerged such as navigation support [1], social companions or art and with diverse interaction techniques [3].

To operate a drone, the pilot must take off, stabilize the drone by adjusting the power and make trajectories with translations and rotations before landing the aircraft. While performing these tasks, the pilot must constantly check the location of the drone in the environment, its speed and its battery life to avoid damages and crashes. This requires perceptual skills (distance, altitude, orientation) and motor skills (precision, movement) which makes the activity fun but can be too difficult for people with motor and cognitive impairments.

Our goal is to support people with disabilities to fly drones as a leisure activity. We worked with ELHEVA, an association for people with disabilities, and the Artilect FabLab which were already organizing drone piloting activities for disabled people and needed support for designing interactions.

This paper presents our work towards designing interactions for drone pilots with sensory, motor or cognitive impairments. We conducted a first workshop with four participants and two therapists to understand their needs and derive an adaptation design space. We then designed HandiFly, a prototype application that can adapt the degree of control to users’ abilities by taking advantage of the Paparazzi autopilot [6]. In a second workshop with the same participants, HandiFly allowed them to fly drones with greater success and satisfaction. We conclude with directions for future research.

OBSERVATIONAL STUDY

We observed a drone piloting workshop at the Artilect FabLab with four special needs participants (P1-P2-P3-P4, see sidebar 1), two therapists (T1-T2), and four companions from Elheva and Artilect. The workshop lasted approximately four hours. We took pictures and conducted interviews with the participants and their families when possible. The drones were small JJRC H36 drones modified to be controlled with a professional remote control. Sidebar 2 summarizes the identified user needs.

The drone piloting workshops had been held for eight months. The companions and the therapists had already implemented contextual and material adaptations. We observed, that the companions and the therapists spent a considerable effort setting up the configuration for each person (e.g. use of a table or tablet, type of remote control). Moreover, they had to memorize the configuration for each
participant. All participants, except P3, struggled with managing to pilot the drone for more than several seconds and regularly crashed it against the walls. This is mostly due to difficulties stabilizing the drone vertically as well as the high demand on cognitive and motor skills.

Cognition and perception. We chose a calm space to avoid distractions and to facilitate attention. For P1 all participants had to hide out of sight. Understanding directions was challenging and supported by placing one participant inside the flight space while wearing colored stickers on his body which corresponded to colored stickers on the remote. P2 wore virtual reality glasses with first person view while a companion was piloting. He has a limited 2D perception (no depth). He also needed explanations at the beginning of each session to remember how the system worked. P1 and P4 used a wooden box (Figure 3) hiding the remote’s complexity and limiting the ranges of the joysticks vertical and horizontal displacement with a cross-shaped opening. Another challenge faced by participants concerns driving a drone in 3D with a yaw (rotation around its own vertical axis) that forces to adopt an egocentric and inverted orientation on the drone.

Motor skills. A table has been manufactured for P1 and P4 that can be adjusted to the height of their wheel chair to support a comfortable position of their arms with pieces of foams (see Figure 3 and Figure 5). A support helps keeping the remote in a pleasant position. P3 used a custom made tablet hanging on his shoulders to put the remote and prevent wrist fatigue (Figure 4). All participants used longer sticks and/or with larger tips that have been printed in 3D for a better grip. We observed that some participants make small but precise motor movements where others make large, strong and imprecise movements.

ADAPTATION SPACE: THREE AXES FOR ADAPTED AND ADAPTABLE INTERACTIONS

Hardware: We argue for flexibility in terms of physical controllers to match the users’ motor skills. Indeed, existing remote controls can be complex and not adapted to postures and movements available to the users. We propose to use a variety of controllers including game controllers, software keyboards or makey makeys [4] that make it possible to create innovative interfaces that can be easily reconfigured, for example changing the position or shape of controls. Microsoft adaptive video game controllers [7] are good instances of such dedicated hardware.

Software: we propose to allow the adaptation at the software level in order to fine-tune the controls while maintaining the maximum physical amplitude of the controllers used. For example, the software can set the zero position of a joystick to the rest position of a user or increase the gain to accommodate very precise movements with low amplitudes. Other adaptations include the use of a filtering function to minimize undesirable jitter in the input such as tremors of the hand.
Automation: we propose to automate some parts of the piloting so as to meet sensory and cognitive abilities of the pilot. Progressive and disengagable automatism that restrict the possible motions, such as limitation to vertical 2D flight or 3D flight but with fixed orientation, could help with specific impairments such as depth perception issues. For people with important cognitive impairments, using a predefined flight plan can help the user to gradually understand the motion of the drone and locate it in space. In this case, entering any command on a controller will advance the drone on the flight plan, so that the user does not have to decide about directions and orientations.

By combining these three facets we aim to increase the pleasure of piloting since users would be able to interact in a way that is more adapted to their abilities and needs. These features should be accessible and adjustable by the users and their companions.

HANDIFLY: AN ADAPTED AND ADAPTABLE APPLICATION

HandiFly is an application that takes into account the three dimensions of the adaptation space to support flying drones. It is implemented in Python using the Qt5 framework and relies on Paparazzi UAV, an open-source hardware and software project for drones [6]. HandiFly integrates with the existing paparazzi ecosystem by exchanging messages on the Ivy bus [2] as illustrated in Figure 2. This allows to retrieve the current drone’s position and data such as the battery level and to send control instructions to operate the drone. We used Parrot ARDrone 2 modified to use Paparazzi’s autopilot (Figure 1) in a flight arena equipped with an Optitrack external positioning system.

Adapting interactions to match users’ abilities

A Graphical User Interface (GUI, Figure 6) allows the pilots or their companions to change dynamically the settings described below to best adapt the system to the users needs.

Hardware: selecting input devices. HandiFly supports different types of remote controls (e.g. classic remote control, video game console controller, keyboard) to match the physical abilities of the users. The software allows the user to choose the remote from an existing list of devices including the possibility of using a makey makey that can simulate the keyboard keys (Figure 8).

Software: fine tuning of the mapping. The sensitivity of the input device can be adapted by changing the gain of each joystick axis. Indeed, we observed that some participants have very precise motor skills for small movements, while others make large but not very precise movements. The maximum speed of motion and rotation for the drone can be adjusted with sliders and number boxes.

Automation: Piloting modes. HandiFly offers several piloting modes with different levels of assistance that constitute a continuum from fully automatic to manual control (See Fig. 7 and Sidebar 3). We designed them to adapt to specific abilities and create a continuum that supports progressive disclosure of the piloting tasks. For instance, the goal of the fully automatic mode is to help apprehend...
Facilitating interactions

As we had observed concerns related to the start and landing of the drone, we implemented the possibility of starting and stopping the propellers, as well as lowering the drone to standby mode with buttons. Since autonomy is a major limitation for operating drones, the GUI displays the battery state. Finally, it is possible to take notes in the GUI so that the users or the companion can keep track of any relevant details such as “using big sticks for 3D mode with low velocity”.

PILOT STUDY

We met the same users as during the observation session (except P2). This session took place in a flight arena equipped with the necessary equipment. We proposed individual adaptations for each participant and validated them with the two therapists.

All participants were able to fly drones the whole time (increased flight time and less crashes), and enjoyed the session. They all wanted to be able to reuse the new control modes in subsequent sessions. The participants and the therapists appreciated the ability to quickly change the input device or to modify the settings to fine-tune the control. They explained that saving all settings along with the comments on the GUI would be a very valuable addition to encourage reuse.

P1 tested the drone control with the makey makey interface (Figure 8). We hid the control board to simplify the interface as much as possible. P1 was able to fly the drone longer than in the previous study, and expressed joy about this success. However, it was difficult for P1 to look at the drone and the control at the same time. Unlike a remote control, our makey makey installation lacks touch feedback that would allow non-visual piloting. This problem was partially solved by tilting the table to improve the overview. P3 used a video game controller and did not need the support tablet (Figure 9). He quickly advanced from piloting in 2D vertical mode, to 3D mode with yaw. P4 used the remote control with adapted joysticks. He faced challenges with the independent use of the two joysticks since he often used both hands in parallel. By increasing the motion gain, we were able to adapt to his small yet precise movements. With this setting, P4 achieved a better level of control and could even fly the drone in 3D mode (without yaw). As he was able to link his actions and their results, the therapists asked us to limit the use of automation so that he could improve his motor-skills.

Overall, HandiFly proved successful in designing interactions tailored to the participants abilities. We took advantage of different input devices (makey-makey, game control, standard remote) for each participant and tuned them with software ranges and gains to maximize the control. The automation embedded in piloting modes allowed the participants to avoid incessant crashes while maintaining enough challenge so that they could enjoy the activity.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This work is a first step towards more accessible interfaces for drone piloting. We collaborated with a FabLab and an association for people with impairments to explore how adapted and adaptable technologies can support people with disabilities to fly drones. We conducted two studies with participants with disabilities and their companions. We designed and tested HandiFly, an interactive application that supports the design of ad-hoc interactions by leveraging hardware, software and automation adaptations.

We operated HandiFly based on the suggestions made by the participants, their companions and the therapists. To make it more usable and effective, we are planning to ease the settings by designing simple tasks such as "move your stick to the greatest amplitude" or "say when you cannot see the drone" to calibrate the system.

Further user-driven studies with more participants are needed to collect more quantitative information and to refine our adaptation space. We believe this work can have implications for Assistive Technologies but also for interaction with automated systems during degraded conditions such as cognitive overload or perception problems.
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